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Red Dove, Listen to the Wind
In April 1992 a young man from a well-to-do family hitchhiked to
Alaska and walked alone into the wilderness north of Mt. McKinley. His
name was Christopher Johnson McCandless. He had given $25,000 in
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savings to charity, abandoned his car and most of his possessions,
burned all the cash in his wallet, and invented a new life for
himself. Four months later, his decomposed body was found by a moose
hunter. How McCandless came to die is the unforgettable story of Into
the Wild. Immediately after graduating from college in 1991,
McCandless had roamed through the West and Southwest on a vision quest
like those made by his heroes Jack London and John Muir. In the Mojave
Desert he abandoned his car, stripped it of its license plates, and
burned all of his cash. He would give himself a new name, Alexander
Supertramp, and , unencumbered by money and belongings, he would be
free to wallow in the raw, unfiltered experiences that nature
presented. Craving a blank spot on the map, McCandless simply threw
the maps away. Leaving behind his desperate parents and sister, he
vanished into the wild. Jon Krakauer constructs a clarifying prism
through which he reassembles the disquieting facts of McCandless's
short life. Admitting an interst that borders on obsession, he
searches for the clues to the dries and desires that propelled
McCandless. Digging deeply, he takes an inherently compelling mystery
and unravels the larger riddles it holds: the profound pull of the
American wilderness on our imagination; the allure of high-risk
activities to young men of a certain cast of mind; the complex,
charged bond between fathers and sons. When McCandless's innocent
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mistakes turn out to be irreversible and fatal, he becomes the stuff
of tabloid headlines and is dismissed for his naiveté, pretensions,
and hubris. He is said to have had a death wish but wanting to die is
a very different thing from being compelled to look over the edge.
Krakauer brings McCandless's uncompromising pilgrimage out of the
shadows, and the peril, adversity , and renunciation sought by this
enigmatic young man are illuminated with a rare understanding--and not
an ounce of sentimentality. Mesmerizing, heartbreaking, Into the Wild
is a tour de force. The power and luminosity of Jon Krakauer's
stoytelling blaze through every page. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Back to the Wild
1945. Dresden, Germany. Lizzie, her mother – and an elephant from the
zoo, flee the Allied fire-bombing in the end-game of the Second World
War. Escaping the Allies’ advance from the West – and also the
advancing Russian armies from the East – this extraordinary trio of
refugees meet: a downed RAF officer, cowering in a barn; a homeless
school choir on the run and their Countess saviour, harbouring them
from the Nazis; and the mechanised American cavalry, appearing over
the horizon. It is Lizzie’s story – but Marlene, the elephant, is the
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heroine. Plodding, obdurate, opportunistic, load-bearing,
indestructible, cheering – Marlene embodies the stubbornness of the
human will and how it will do everything to survive.

The Honest Truth
Presents the life and accomplishments of Sojourner Truth, from her
early life as a slave to her role as advocate for both the
abolitionist and the suffragist movement.

The Book Itch
"A vibrant story of self-discoverysure to capture readers'
hearts."—Publishers Weekly, starred review A sparkling, feel-good tale
about starting over, for anyone who's spent too much of their own life
making other people happy. What if you made yourself your number one
priority? Of all the women and men Noni Blake has pleased in her life,
there’s one she’s often overlooked—herself. After the end of a decadelong relationship, Noni decides it’s time for that to change. She’s
finally going to prioritize her wants and desires and only do things
(and people) that feel good in the moment. As she embarks on a
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pleasure-seeking quest that takes her halfway around the world, she
discovers that maybe she can have everything, and everyone, she’s ever
wanted. Effortlessly hilarious and relatable, Claire Christian spins a
fresh, uplifting story about starting over as a thirtysomething woman
who’s been living life for everyone else. A story of self-discovery
for the ages, Noni’s journey serves as a reminder that life is what we
make of it—so why not enjoy it? "Funny, refreshing and
empowering."—Lindsey Kelk

It's Been a Pleasure, Noni Blake
*"[An] excellent exercise in narrative nonfiction." --Booklist
(starred review) From New York Times bestselling author Andrew
Maraniss comes the remarkable true story of Glenn Burke, a "hidden
figure" in the history of sports: the inventor of the high five and
the first openly gay MLB player. Perfect for fans of Steve Sheinkin
and Daniel James Brown. On October 2nd, 1977, Glenn Burke, outfielder
for the Los Angeles Dodgers, made history without even swinging a bat.
When his teammate Dusty Baker hit a historic home run, Glenn
enthusiastically congratulated him with the first ever high five. But
Glenn also made history in another way--he was the first openly gay
MLB player. While he did not come out publicly until after his playing
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days were over, Glenn's sexuality was known to his teammates, family,
and friends. His MLB career would be cut short after only three years,
but his legacy and impact on the athletic and LGBTQIA+ community would
resonate for years to come. New York Times bestselling author Andrew
Maraniss tells the story of Glenn Burke: from his childhood growing up
in Oakland, his journey to the MLB and the World Series, the joy in
discovering who he really was, to more difficult times: facing injury,
addiction, and the AIDS epidemic. Packed with black-and-white
photographs and thoroughly researched, never-before-seen details about
Glenn's life, Singled Out is the fascinating story of a trailblazer in
sports--and the history and culture that shaped the world around him.

Curious George Pinata Party (CGTV Reader)
Wild Bible characters . . . wild activities, games, discussion
starters, and video ideas . . . wild truths for living. Put them all
together, blend well, and you’ve got Wild Truth Bible Lessons 2--12
more dynamite lessons for junior high youth groups by Mark
Oestreicher. Like its fun, creative predecessor, Wild Truth Bible
Lessons, this book invites kids to discover the adventure of faith
through the events and responses of real Bible people who did wild
things for God. Based on another 12 personalities from the list of
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characters in Wild Truth Journal: 50 Life Lessons from the Scriptures,
each lesson reaches back into history to help junior highers learn
about Bible people and principles--and then reaches forward to
challenge students to make better decisions, better friends, and
better lives. 12 lessons.

The Truth About Magic
In the tradition of Fast Food Nation and The Omnivore's Dilemma, an
extraordinary investigation into the human lives at the heart of the
American grocery store What does it take to run the American
supermarket? How do products get to shelves? Who sets the price? And
who suffers the consequences of increased convenience end efficiency?
In this alarming exposé, author Benjamin Lorr pulls back the curtain
on this highly secretive industry. Combining deep sourcing, immersive
reporting, and compulsively readable prose, Lorr leads a wild
investigation in which we learn: • The secrets of Trader Joe’s success
from Trader Joe himself • Why truckers call their job “sharecropping
on wheels” • What it takes for a product to earn certification labels
like “organic” and “fair trade” • The struggles entrepreneurs face as
they fight for shelf space, including essential tips, tricks, and
traps for any new food business • The truth behind the alarming slave
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trade in the shrimp industry The result is a page-turning portrait of
an industry in flux, filled with the passion, ingenuity, and
exploitation required to make this everyday miracle continue to
function. The product of five years of research and hundreds of
interviews across every level of the industry, The Secret Life of
Groceries delivers powerful social commentary on the inherently
American quest for more and the social costs therein.

Wild Truth Journal for Junior Highers
The instant New York Times bestseller from the mysterious and romantic
poet Atticus, Instagram sensation and author of Love Her Wild and the
Dark Between Stars In his third collection of poems, Atticus takes us
on adventure to discover the truth about magic. Through heartbreak and
falling in love, looking back and looking inward, he writes about
finding ourselves, finding our purpose, and the simple joys of life
with grace, wit, and longing. Whether it’s drinking wine out of oak
barrels, laughing until you cry, dancing in old barns until the sun
comes up, or making love on sandy beaches, Atticus reminds us that
magic is everywhere—we simply have to look for it.
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The Wild Truth
This professional resource equips K-12 students with the skills they
need to be critical readers in the 21st century. Today's reader is
reading across multiple genres, on phones and tablets, with text in
hand, and also online, and this helpful book provides educators with
techniques on how to teach students to read on every platform and in
every genre, to struggle with text, and to break through to new ideas
when reading text. It focuses on the habits that students must form in
order to gain the confidence to access all texts across all platforms.
Each chapter is devoted to developing the five habits for successful
reading: reading closely, widely, critically, deeply, and
purposefully. Grounded in the latest research, the easy-to-implement
strategies and instructional methods will help students cultivate
strong reading skills in the 21st century classroom.

Democracy and Truth
Features 50 two-page journaling devotionals sends students straight
into the words of Jesus to discover the truth--then it dares them to
live that truth today.
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Classic Krakauer
In the 1930s, Lewis's dad, Lewis Michaux Sr., had an itch he needed to
scratch—a book itch. How to scratch it? He started a bookstore in
Harlem and named it the National Memorial African Bookstore. And as
far as Lewis Michaux Jr. could tell, his father's bookstore was one of
a kind. People from all over came to visit the store, even famous
people—Muhammad Ali, Malcolm X, and Langston Hughes, to name a few. In
his father's bookstore people bought and read books, and they also
learned from each other. People swapped and traded ideas and talked
about how things could change. They came together here all because of
his father's book itch. Read the story of how Lewis Michaux Sr. and
his bookstore fostered new ideas and helped people stand up for what
they believed in.

Pragmatic Perspectives
Named one of the best books of 2015 by The Economist A provocative
exploration of the “new ecology” and why most of what we think we know
about alien species is wrong For a long time, veteran environmental
journalist Fred Pearce thought in stark terms about invasive species:
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they were the evil interlopers spoiling pristine “natural” ecosystems.
Most conservationists and environmentalists share this view. But what
if the traditional view of ecology is wrong—what if true
environmentalists should be applauding the invaders? In The New Wild,
Pearce goes on a journey across six continents to rediscover what
conservation in the twenty-first century should be about. Pearce
explores ecosystems from remote Pacific islands to the United Kingdom,
from San Francisco Bay to the Great Lakes, as he digs into
questionable estimates of the cost of invader species and reveals the
outdated intellectual sources of our ideas about the balance of
nature. Pearce acknowledges that there are horror stories about alien
species disrupting ecosystems, but most of the time, the tens of
thousands of introduced species usually swiftly die out or settle down
and become model eco-citizens. The case for keeping out alien species,
he finds, looks increasingly flawed. As Pearce argues, mainstream
environmentalists are right that we need a rewilding of the earth, but
they are wrong if they imagine that we can achieve that by
reengineering ecosystems. Humans have changed the planet too much, and
nature never goes backward. But a growing group of scientists is
taking a fresh look at how species interact in the wild. According to
these new ecologists, we should applaud the dynamism of alien species
and the novel ecosystems they create. In an era of climate change and
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widespread ecological damage, it is absolutely crucial that we find
ways to help nature regenerate. Embracing the new ecology, Pearce
shows us, is our best chance. To be an environmentalist in the twentyfirst century means celebrating nature’s wildness and capacity for
change. From the Hardcover edition.

Sojourner Truth
"The gripping articles collected in Classic Krakauer--originally
published in magazines such as The New Yorker, Outside, and
Smithsonian--show why he is considered a standard-bearer of modern
journalism. Spanning an extraordinary range of subjects and locations,
these pieces take us from a horrifying avalanche on Mount Everest to a
volcano poised to obliterate a big chunk of Seattle; from a wilderness
teen-therapy program run by apparent sadists to an otherworldly cave
in New Mexico, studied by NASA to better understand Mars; from the
notebook of one Fred Beckey, who catalogued the greatest unclimbed
mountaineering routes on the planet, to the last days of legendary
surfer Mark Foo. Rigorously researched and vividly written, marked by
an unerring instinct for storytelling and scoop, these pieces are
unified by the author's ambivalent love affair with unruly landscapes
and his relentless search for truth"-Page 12/37
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The Secret Life of Groceries
A funny guided tour throughout the world of dinosaurs, now in a sturdy
board book!

Be Honest and Tell the Truth
“Amber Rae’s very personal journey of moving from self limiting
beliefs to her true self offers inspiring insights and lessons for
anyone wanting to unfold their infinite potential." —Deepak Chopra
“The one advice book you should read—even if you don’t like selfhelp.”—Bustle “Amber Rae's book is a revelation. She's the Elizabeth
Gilbert of her generation.”—Stacy London Let’s be real. Life is filled
with twists and turns, fears and doubts, messy and magical moments.
Without a “rule book” for how to thrive in today’s world, it leaves
many of us feeling all the feels without having a clear sense of
direction. Research even shows that the average adult spends 80% of
their time with regret about the past or anxiety about the future.
That’s where choosing wonder comes in. Whether you hate your work and
are wondering WTF to do with your life, are building the dream but
feel stifled by fear and doubt, or know there’s more to life but don’t
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know where to start, Choose Wonder Over Worry will guide you to face
your fears and unlock your gifts—no matter what’s standing in the way.
Inside, you’ll learn: — How to overcome the habit we spend the
majority of our time on: worrying — How to navigate fear, self-doubt,
impostor syndrome, perfectionism, and all the feels — A simple tool
for turning envy into inspiration — Practices for bouncing back from
rejection and critics — What to do if you have too many ideas, but
don’t know how to choose — The difference between “getting ahead” and
“coming alive” (and how to create success on your terms) — A failproof way to tame your inner critic and access your inner wisdom No
one is perfect. This journey is messy, and wherever you are—you are
not alone. That’s why Choose Wonder Over Worry is jam-packed with
personal stories and vulnerable moments. It’s like sitting down and
sharing a glass of wine with your wise bestie, swapping I-can’tbelieve-I’m-about-to-share-this stories. Like how Amber went from
raging in a bottomless hole of comparison, insecurity and doubt—to
using that envy as inspiration to find her path. Choose Wonder Over
Worry shares the most important lesson of all: Don’t die with your
gifts still inside. There’s a gift inside of you that deserves to see
the light of day, and “choosing wonder over worry” is a mindset,
practice, and compass to unlock the gift that only you can give. Worry
or Wonder: which will you choose?
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Wild Bill
Mark has been in and out of hospital his whole life - and he's fed up.
So when his cancer returns, he decides he's had enough. Running away
with his dog Beau, he sets out to climb a mountain - and it's only
when he's left everything behind that Mark realises he has everything
to live for.

Wild Truth Journal-Dares from Jesus
CLICK HERE to download the first chapter from A Long Treak Home *
Compelling adventure with an environmental focus * An informative
natural and cultural history of one of our last wild coastlines *
Author is a pioneer in "packrafting," an emerging trend in backcountry
travel In June 2007, Erin McKittrick and her husband, Hig, embarked on
a 4,000-mile expedition from Seattle to the Aleutian Islands,
traveling solely by human power. This is the story of their
unprecedented trek along the northwestern edge of the Pacific Ocean-a
year-long journey through some of the most rugged terrain in the
world- and their encounters with rain, wind, blizzards, bears, and
their own emotional and spiritual demons. Erin and Hig set out from
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Seattle with a desire to raise awareness of natural resource and
conservation issues along their route: clear-cut logging of
rainforests; declining wild salmon populations; extraction of mineral
resources; and effects of global climate change. By taking each mile
step by step, they were able to intimately explore the coastal regions
of Washington, British Columbia, and Alaska, see the wilderness in its
larger context, and provide a unique on-the-ground perspective. An
entertaining and, at times, thrilling adventure, theirs is a journey
of discovery and of insights about the tiny communities that dot this
wild coast, as well as the individuals there whom they meet and
inspire.

Living with a Wild God
"Fake news," wild conspiracy theories, misleading claims, doctored
photos, lies peddled as facts, facts dismissed as lies—citizens of
democracies increasingly inhabit a public sphere teeming with
competing claims and counterclaims, with no institution or person
possessing the authority to settle basic disputes in a definitive way.
The problem may be novel in some of its details—including the role of
today's political leaders, along with broadcast and digital media, in
intensifying the epistemic anarchy—but the challenge of determining
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truth in a democratic world has a backstory. In this lively and
illuminating book, historian Sophia Rosenfeld explores a longstanding
and largely unspoken tension at the heart of democracy between the
supposed wisdom of the crowd and the need for information to be vetted
and evaluated by a learned elite made up of trusted experts. What we
are witnessing now is the unraveling of the détente between these
competing aspects of democratic culture. In four bracing chapters,
Rosenfeld substantiates her claim by tracing the history of the vexed
relationship between democracy and truth. She begins with an
examination of the period prior to the eighteenth-century Age of
Revolutions, where she uncovers the political and epistemological
foundations of our democratic world. Subsequent chapters move from the
Enlightenment to the rise of both populist and technocratic notions of
democracy between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries to the
troubling trends—including the collapse of social trust—that have led
to the rise of our "post-truth" public life. Rosenfeld concludes by
offering suggestions for how to defend the idea of truth against the
forces that would undermine it.

The Truth about Dinosaurs
A NATIONAL BESTSELLER “Exquisite and harrowing.” —New York Times Book
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Review “This electrifying, gorgeously written memoir will hold you
captive until the last word.” —People NAMED A BEST FALL BOOK BY People
* Refinery29 * Entertainment Weekly * BuzzFeed * NPR’s On Point * Town
& Country * Real Simple * New York Post * Palm Beach Post * Toronto
Star * Orange Country Register * Bustle * Bookish * BookPage * Kirkus*
BBC Culture* Debutiful A daughter’s tale of living in the thrall of
her magnetic, complicated mother, and the chilling consequences of her
complicity. On a hot July night on Cape Cod when Adrienne was
fourteen, her mother, Malabar, woke her at midnight with five simple
words that would set the course of both of their lives for years to
come: Ben Souther just kissed me. Adrienne instantly became her
mother’s confidante and helpmate, blossoming in the sudden light of
her attention, and from then on, Malabar came to rely on her daughter
to help orchestrate what would become an epic affair with her
husband’s closest friend. The affair would have calamitous
consequences for everyone involved, impacting Adrienne’s life in
profound ways, driving her into a precarious marriage of her own, and
then into a deep depression. Only years later will she find the
strength to embrace her life—and her mother—on her own terms. Wild
Game is a brilliant, timeless memoir about how the people close to us
can break our hearts simply because they have access to them, and the
lies we tell in order to justify the choices we make. It’s a
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remarkable story of resilience, a reminder that we need not be the
parents our parents were to us.

Fracture
At a birthday party, Curious George discovers how hard it is to hit a
pinata without being able to see. He sets out on a trek around the
city with the help of Charkie, the dog, to explore using his other
senses. When he returns to the party, George applies his heightened
senses to make a direct hit at the pinata! Activities include fun
suggestions for exploring your senses and a five senses quiz.

The Truth about Wind
Describes the life of Sojourner Truth, an abolitionist who was herself
a former slave.

Dorothea's Eyes
Meet 50 of the Bible's most outrageous and amazing people. You'll find
out what happened when God went major rad with His Wild Truth--and
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you'll discover how God can do the same thing right now in your life.
Check out some of the people you'll get to know: - Skipper (pulls off
major animal style Rescue 911) - Hammerhead (gives a bad dude a
permanent headache) - LAZ (a dead guy. . Until You-Know-Who comes
along) - Moe's Mom (sends her son on THE river-rafting trip of all
time) - Bad Luck Boils (overcomes major zit problem) . . .and dozens
of other folks you've just gotta meet! Open up Wild Truth Journal and dare to discover the power of God's love.

The Truth About Animals
Critically acclaimed, prize-winning author Andrés Neuman’s Fracture is
an ambitious literary novel set against Japan’s 2011 nuclear accident
in a cross-cultural story about how every society remembers and
forgets its catastrophes. Mr. Yoshie Watanabe, a former electronics
company executive and a survivor of the atomic bomb, has always lived
like a fugitive from his own memories. He’s spent decades traveling
the world, making a life in different languages, only to find himself
home again, living in Tokyo in his old age. On the afternoon of March
11, 2011, Watanabe, like millions of others, is stunned by powerful
tremors. A massive earthquake has struck to the north, triggering the
Fukushima nuclear disaster—and a stirring of the collective past. As
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the catastrophe unfolds, Watanabe’s mind, too, undergoes a tectonic
shift. With his native land yet again under nuclear threat, he braces
himself to make the most surprising decision of his nomadic life.
Meanwhile, four women who have known him intimately at various points
in time narrate their stories to a strangely obsessive Argentinian
journalist. Their memories, colored by their respective cultures and
describing different ways of loving, trace sociopolitical maps of
Paris, New York, Buenos Aires, and Madrid over the course of the
twentieth century. The result is a metalingual, border-defying
constellation of fractures in life and nature—proof that nothing
happens in only one place, that every human event reverberates to the
ends of the earth. With unwavering empathy and bittersweet humor, and
facing some of the most urgent environmental concerns of our time,
Andrés Neuman’s Fracture is a powerful novel about the resilience of
humankind, and the beauty that can emerge from broken things.

Wild Truth Bible Lessons 2
Presents the life and accomplishments of Sojourner Truth, from her
early life as a slave to her role as advocate for both the
abolitionist and the suffragist movements.
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Wild
Abandoned by her white father, thirteen-year-old Red Dove faces
another lean winter with her Lakota family on the Great Plains.
Willful and proud, she is presented with a stark choice: leave her
people to live in the white world, or stay and watch them starve. Red
Dove begins a journey to find her place in the world and discovers
that her greatest power comes from within herself.

Wild Game
Former executive editor of The New York Times and one of our most
eminent journalists Jill Abramson provides a “valuable and insightful”
(The Boston Globe) report on the disruption of the news media over the
last decade, as shown via two legacy (The New York Times and The
Washington Post) and two upstart (BuzzFeed and VICE) companies as they
plow through a revolution that pits old vs. new media. “A marvelous
book” (The New York Times Book Review), Merchants of Truth is the
groundbreaking and gripping story of the precarious state of the news
business. The new digital reality nearly kills two venerable
newspapers with an aging readership while creating two media behemoths
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with a ballooning and fickle audience of millennials. “Abramson
provides this deeply reported insider account of an industry fighting
for survival. With a keen eye for detail and a willingness to
interrogate her own profession, Abramson takes readers into the
newsrooms and boardrooms of the legacy newspapers and the digital
upstarts that seek to challenge their dominance” (Vanity Fair). We get
to know the defenders of the legacy presses as well as the outsized
characters who are creating the new speed-driven media competitors.
The players include Jeff Bezos and Marty Baron (The Washington Post),
Arthur Sulzberger and Dean Baquet (The New York Times), Jonah Peretti
(BuzzFeed), and Shane Smith (VICE) as well as their reporters and
anxious readers. Merchants of Truth raises crucial questions that
concern the well-being of our society. We are facing a crisis in trust
that threatens the free press. “One of the best takes yet on
journalism’s changing fortunes” (Publishers Weekly, starred review),
Abramson’s book points us to the future.

A Long Trek Home
Greg Mortenson, the bestselling author of Three Cups of Tea, is a man
who has built a global reputation as a selfless humanitarian and
children’s crusader, and he’s been nominated for the Nobel Peace
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Prize. But, as Jon Krakauer demonstrates in this extensively
researched and penetrating book, he is not all that he appears to be.
Based on wide-ranging interviews with former employees, board members,
and others who have intimate knowledge of Mortenson and his charity,
the Central Asia Institute, Three Cups of Deceit uncovers multiple
layers of deception behind Mortenson’s public image. Was his crusade
really inspired by a desire to repay the kindness of villagers who
nursed him back to health when he became lost on his descent down K2?
Was he abducted and held for eight days by the Taliban? Has his
charity built all of the schools that he has claimed? This book is a
passionately argued plea for the truth, and a tragic tale of good
intentions gone very wrong. 100% of Jon Krakauer’s proceeds from the
sale of Three Cups of Deceit will be donated to the “Stop Girl
Trafficking” project at the American Himalayan Foundation
(www.himalayan-foundation.org/live/project/stopgirltrafficking).

The New Wild
With the help of magical unicorns, Ellabeth, Krystal, and Willow
protect the beautiful kingdom of Avamay. They are the Unicorn Riders!
In this tale, when the Regal Conch is stolen, the Riders must find it
before it's lost forever. Quinn soon discovers the thief is her evil
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twin sister Maram. Will the Riders be able to find Maram before she
gives the conch to Lord Valerian? Filled with magic and action, this
enchanting series by Aleesah Darlison will captivate the imagination
of any young reader.

Three Cups of Deceit
It’s never too soon to learn the difference between what’s true and
what isn’t. Words and pictures help young children discover that being
honest in words and actions builds trust and self-confidence. They
also learn that telling the truth sometimes takes courage and tact.
Includes discussion questions, skits, scenarios, and games that
reinforce the ideas being taught.

Merchants of Truth
A New York Times Bestseller "The Wild Truth is an important book on
two fronts: It sets the record straight about a story that has touched
thousands of readers, and it opens up a conversation about hideous
domestic violence hidden behind a mask of prosperity and
propriety."–NPR.org The spellbinding story of Chris McCandless, who
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gave away his savings, hitchhiked to Alaska, walked into the
wilderness alone, and starved to death in 1992, fascinated not just
New York Times bestselling author Jon Krakauer, but also the rest of
the nation. Krakauer's book,Into the Wild, became an international
bestseller, translated into thirty-one languages, and Sean Penn's
inspirational film by the same name further skyrocketed Chris
McCandless to global fame. But the real story of Chris’s life and his
journey has not yet been told - until now. The missing pieces are
finally revealed in The Wild Truth, written by Carine McCandless,
Chris's beloved and trusted sister. Featured in both the book and
film, Carine has wrestled for more than twenty years with the legacy
of her brother's journey to self-discovery, and now tells her own
story while filling in the blanks of his. Carine was Chris's best
friend, the person with whom he had the closest bond, and who
witnessed firsthand the dysfunctional and violent family dynamic that
made Chris willing to embrace the harsh wilderness of Alaska. Growing
up in the same troubled household, Carine speaks candidly about the
deeper reality of life in the McCandless family. In the many years
since the tragedy of Chris's death, Carine has searched for some kind
of redemption. In this touching and deeply personal memoir, she
reveals how she has learned that real redemption can only come from
speaking the truth.
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Sojourner Truth
From the New York Times bestselling author of Nickel and Dimed comes a
brave, frank, and exquisitely written memoir that will change the way
you see the world. Barbara Ehrenreich is one of the most important
thinkers of our time. Educated as a scientist, she is an author,
journalist, activist, and advocate for social justice. In LIVING WITH
A WILD GOD, she recounts her quest-beginning in childhood-to find "the
Truth" about the universe and everything else: What's really going on?
Why are we here? In middle age, she rediscovered the journal she had
kept during her tumultuous adolescence, which records an event so
strange, so cataclysmic, that she had never, in all the intervening
years, written or spoken about it to anyone. It was the kind of event
that people call a "mystical experience"-and, to a steadfast atheist
and rationalist, nothing less than shattering. In LIVING WITH A WILD
GOD, Ehrenreich reconstructs her childhood mission, bringing an older
woman's wry and erudite perspective to a young girl's impassioned
obsession with the questions that, at one point or another, torment us
all. The result is both deeply personal and cosmically sweeping-a
searing memoir and a profound reflection on science, religion, and the
human condition. With her signature combination of intellectual rigor
and uninhibited imagination, Ehrenreich offers a true literary
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achievement-a work that has the power not only to entertain but amaze.

Quinn's Truth
The definitive true story of Wild Bill, the first lawman of the Wild
West, by the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Dodge City. In
July 1865, "Wild Bill" Hickok shot and killed Davis Tutt in
Springfield, MO—the first quick-draw duel on the frontier. Thus began
the reputation that made him a marked man to every gunslinger in the
Wild West. James Butler Hickock was known across the frontier as a
soldier, Union spy, scout, lawman, gunfighter, gambler, showman, and
actor. He crossed paths with General Custer and Buffalo Bill Cody, as
well as Ben Thompson and other young toughs gunning for the sheriff
with the quickest draw west of the Mississippi. Wild Bill also fell in
love—multiple times—before marrying the true love of his life, Agnes
Lake, the impresario of a traveling circus. He would be buried
however, next to fabled frontierswoman Calamity Jane. Even before his
death, Wild Bill became a legend, with fiction sometimes supplanting
fact in the stories that surfaced. Once, in a bar in Nebraska, he was
confronted by four men, three of whom he killed in the ensuing
gunfight. A famous Harper’s Magazine article credited Hickok with
slaying 10 men that day; by the 1870s, his career-long kill count was
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up to 100. The legend of Wild Bill has only grown since his death in
1876, when cowardly Jack McCall famously put a bullet through the back
of his head during a card game. Bestselling author Tom Clavin has
sifted through years of western lore to bring Hickock fully to life in
this rip-roaring, spellbinding true story.

Choose Wonder Over Worry
A vividly imagined story about the importance of telling the truth,
even if it means losing something you love When Jesse finds a toy
horse and makes it his very own, his imagination runs wild. This horse
is the fastest horse in the whole world, so Jesse names him Wind. He
can't wait to race him across the prairie (the kitchen table) and over
deep canyons (the bathtub). There's just one problem: Wind doesn't
actually belong to Jesse. He was left behind accidentally by his real
owners. And though at first Jesse is full of joy as he plays with
Wind, soon he starts to feel uneasy--Jesse knows Wind's real owners
must miss him. But how can Jesse explain to his mother exactly where
Wind came from? And is there a way to make everything okay again? The
Truth About Wind is a dynamic story about the courage it takes to face
up to a lie, brought to life by a trio of celebrated creators.
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Into the Wild
“A stellar debut . . . about an unconventional family, fear, hatred,
violence, chasing love, losing it and finding it again just when we
need it most.”—The New York Times Book Review “A wonder . . . [This
book] teems with real, Trinidadian life.”—Claire Adam, award-winning
author of Golden Child One of the Best Books of the Summer: Time • The
Guardian • Goop • Women’s Day • LitHub After Betty Ramdin’s husband
dies, she invites a colleague, Mr. Chetan, to move in with her and her
son, Solo. Over time, the three become a family, loving each other
deeply and depending upon one another. Then, one fateful night, Solo
overhears Betty confiding in Mr. Chetan and learns a secret that
plunges him into torment. Solo flees Trinidad for New York to carve
out a lonely existence as an undocumented immigrant, and Mr. Chetan
remains the singular thread holding mother and son together. But soon,
Mr. Chetan’s own burdensome secret is revealed, with heartbreaking
consequences. Love After Love interrogates love and family in all its
myriad meanings and forms, asking how we might exchange an illusory
love for one that is truly fulfilling. In vibrant, addictive
Trinidadian prose, Love After Love questions who and how we love, the
obligations of family, and the consequences of choices made in
desperation.
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Sojourner Truth
The photographs and writings of Christopher McCandless

Taming the Wild Text: Literacy Strategies for Today's Reader
For a good part of the 20th century, the classic Pragmatists—Charles
Sanders Peirce, William James, and John Dewey—and pragmatism in
general were largely ignored by analytic philosophers. They were said
to hold such untenable views as whatever best satisfies our needs is
true and that the end justifies the means. Despite a recent revival of
interest in these figures, spurred largely by the work of Richard
Rorty, it is not uncommon to continue to hear claims that pragmatism
is a subjectivist, anti-realist position that denies that there is a
mind-independent world, and fails to place objective constraints on
inquiry. In this book, Robert Schwartz dispels these traditional views
by examining the empiricist and constructivist orientation of the
classic pragmatists. Based on updated and expanded versions of his
influential papers, as well as a number of previously unpublished
essays, in this book Schwartz demonstrates the relevance of pragmatic
thought to a wide range of issues beyond concerns over truth and
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realism that currently dominate discussions. The individual essays
elaborate and defend pragmatic, instrumentalist, and constructivist
conceptions of truth and inquiry, moral discourse and ethical
statements, perception, art, and worldmaking. Pragmatic Perspectives
will appeal to scholars interested in the history of American
philosophy and pragmatic approaches to contemporary issues in analytic
philosophy.

Breaking News
A powerful, blazingly honest, inspiring memoir: the story of a 1,100
mile solo hike that broke down a young woman reeling from
catastrophe--and built her back up again.

An Elephant in the Garden
“An excellent beginner’s resource for biography, U.S. history, and
women’s studies.” -- Kirkus Reviews Here is the powerful and inspiring
biography of Dorothea Lange, one of the founders of documentary
photography. After a childhood bout of polio left her with a limp, all
Dorothea Lange wanted to do was disappear. But her desire not to be
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seen helped her learn how to blend into the background and observe.
With a passion for the artistic life, and in spite of her family's
disapproval, Lange pursued her dream to become a photographer and
focused her lens on the previously unseen victims of the Great
Depression. This poetic biography tells the emotional story of Lange's
life and includes a gallery of her photographs, an author's note, a
timeline, and a bibliography.

Singled Out
Mary Roach meets Bill Bryson in this "surefire summer winner" (Janet
Maslin, New York Times), an uproarious tour of the basest instincts
and biggest mysteries of the animal world Humans have gone to the Moon
and discovered the Higgs boson, but when it comes to understanding
animals, we've still got a long way to go. Whether we're seeing a
viral video of romping baby pandas or a picture of penguins "holding
hands," it's hard for us not to project our own values--innocence,
fidelity, temperance, hard work--onto animals. So you've probably
never considered if moose get drunk, penguins cheat on their mates, or
worker ants lay about. They do--and that's just for starters. In The
Truth About Animals, Lucy Cooke takes us on a worldwide journey to
meet everyone from a Colombian hippo castrator to a Chinese panda porn
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peddler, all to lay bare the secret--and often hilarious--habits of
the animal kingdom. Charming and at times downright weird, this modern
bestiary is perfect for anyone who has ever suspected that virtue
might be unnatural.

Love After Love
An urgent account of the revolution that has upended the news
business, written by one of the most accomplished journalists of our
time Technology has radically altered the news landscape. Oncepowerful newspapers have lost their clout or been purchased by owners
with particular agendas. Algorithms select which stories we see. The
Internet allows consequential revelations, closely guarded secrets,
and dangerous misinformation to spread at the speed of a click. In
Breaking News, Alan Rusbridger demonstrates how these decisive shifts
have occurred, and what they mean for the future of democracy. In the
twenty years he spent editing The Guardian, Rusbridger managed the
transformation of the progressive British daily into the most visited
serious English-language newspaper site in the world. He oversaw an
extraordinary run of world-shaking scoops, including the exposure of
phone hacking by London tabloids, the Wikileaks release of
U.S.diplomatic cables, and later the revelation of Edward Snowden’s
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National Security Agency files. At the same time, Rusbridger helped
The Guardian become a pioneer in Internet journalism, stressing free
access and robust interactions with readers. Here, Rusbridger vividly
observes the media’s transformation from close range while also
offering a vital assessment of the risks and rewards of practicing
journalism in a high-impact, high-stress time.
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